
NETTI MINI
The small comfort chair especially 

designed for children.

The Netti mini is an easy-propelled 

comfort wheelchair for children and 

their carers. The chair has adjustable 

recline and tilt function. 

The chair has a small camber angle on 

the large main wheels making the chair 

both more stabel and improves the driving 

abilities. 

The chair is available in 25 cm, 30 cm and 

35 cm seat widths. 

The Netti Mini has several adjustment 

possibilities and there are a large number of 

accessories available. Netti Mini can easily be 

fitted to the special needs of each user. 

ALU REHAB AS
Fabrikkveien 22 Kvål 

NO-4323 Sandnes, Norway

Phone: +47 51 68 18 88

Fax: +47 51 68 18 89
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CHASSIS

SIZE

25

30

35

FUNCTIONAL

SEAT WIDTH

25

30

35

SEAT DEPTH *

Standard 

(Adjustable in depth)

35(32,5-37,5)

35(32,5-37,5)

35(32,5-37,5)

BACK HEIGHT

 (From seat plate to 

top Velcro)

38

38

38

WEIGHT

KG

23,5

24,3

25,0

Standard 

(Without change of 

parts)

 

(With change of 

parts; 20”-24”)

SEAT HEIGHT**

42(44,5)

42(44,5)

42(44,5)

39,5-47

39,5-47

39,5-47

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS:

* The seat depth is measured without back cushion from front of the seat plate to the back tube placed in 
 standard position. 

** The seat height is measured from floor to top front seat plate.

BACK  Low back rest with Velcro band for individual adjustment. 

 The angle of back is freely adjustable up to 45° backwards. 

 The back can easily be folded down for transport. 

 The tilt is freely adjustable 9° forward and 17° backward. 

ARMRESTS With skirt guard, height adjustable and removable.

 The armrest pads can be adjusted. 

FOOT SUPPORTS  Several options depending on the needs of the user.   

 Angle adjustable or fixed foot supports with 90 degrees 

 and whole footplate are the two most common options.   

HEAD SUPPORT   Support for the head is always necessary on a chair with 

 tilt and recline. There are 3 different headsupports to choose  

 from. All head supports can be adjusted in height, depth 

 and angle. 

BRAKES  Drum brake with handles on the skirt guard and on the 

 driving handles.

MAIN WHEELS 22” with quick release. 

PUSH RIMS Black plastic.

FRONT CASTORS  6” with quick release.  

ANTI TIP Height adjustable and length adjustable. 

 Can be turned around and used as step climber.

The configuration of the wheelchairs differs from market to market.
For other accessory: See pages 22-25.

NETTI MINI COMES WITH THE FOLLOWING EQUIPMENT AS STANDARD:
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The tray can be delivered with extra upholstery.

The side support which is angle 
adjustable and rotating is mounted 
on the backrest tube.

Netti Mini in resting position with tray.

Skirt guard with upholstery (left).

The height of the armrest is adjusted 
by using the handle placed under the 
armrest.
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PHOTO:

01

02

DESCRIPTION:

Head support Mini with side supports 

Head support small

Head support large

   Removable cover for head supports

ITEM.NR.:

23973

20574

20573

Ask dealer

PHOTO:

03

04

05

DESCRIPTION:

Push handle 30 cm length

Push handle 50 cm length

Push bar, seat width 25 cm

Push bar, seat width 30 cm

Push bar, seat width 35 cm

ITEM.NR.:

21754

21808

22280

22281

22282

ACCESSORIES FOR THE NETTI MINI
Most of the accessories for the Netti Mini are identical to the accessories for the adult wheelchairs. There are however some 

differences which is the reason why we cover the Mini accessories separately.

THE BACK AND SEATING UNIT

The Netti Mini has a fixed seat plate which gives good stability. 

The seat depth can be adjusted to 32,5cm, 35 cm, and 37,5cm with the 

standard components. An adjustment bar at the front can also be used to 

fit the chair for different leg lengths. The adjustment bars cannot be used 

together with footboard. 

The Netti Mini has a Velcro back and is supplied with a back cushion that is 

available in different heights. A backrest extender can be supplied for users 

needing an extra high backrest support.  

SEAT CUSHION - NETTI SIT

The seat cushion should be selected dependant on the needs of the user and 

the Netti Sit Mini is a good option. The Sit cushion is made of polyurethane 

giving good pressure distribution. The outer cover is stretchable, washable 

and flame retardant.

Ask dealer for sizes.

HEAD SUPPORTS

 

PUSH HANDLES

Push handles comes in two sizes. They can easily 

be adjusted in height and can be rotated inwards 

and outwards. The Mini chair is narrow and there-

fore we recommend the use of push handles for the 

companion to have better grip when pushing the 

chair. 

 

01 Netti Head support in different sizes

Adjustment of the 
seat depth.

(Far right)
Adjustment of 

thighlength.

Back cushion can be 
adjusted individually 

in the height.

(Far right)
Backrest extender.

Netti Sit Mini cushion.

02 Removable head 
cover

03/ 04 Driving 
handles (Below)
come in two lengths; 
30 and 50 cm.

Driving handles 
are easily to 

adjust inwards..

... or outwards.

05 Push bar
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PHOTO:

06

07

08

PRODUCT:

Side support Mini

Lumbar support (25-30 cm)

Wedge cushion

ITEM.NR.:

24218

2837

21048

PHOTO:

09

PRODUCT:

Abduction block Mini

ITEM.NR.:

24297

PHOTO:

10

PRODUCT:

Adduction support

ITEM.NR.:

20830

PHOTO:

11

PRODUCT:

Comfortpads for Netti Mini

(thickness 2,5 cm)

ITEM.NR.:

24253 (right)

24252 (left)

PHOTO:

12

13

PRODUCT:

Foot support angle adjustable 

(complete)

Foot case

ITEM.NR.:

Ask dealer

Ask dealer

SIDE SUPPORT

Some users need extra support due to distortion and lack of stability in the 

back and the pelvis. In these cases we offer a lumbar support, wedge cushion 

or side support. 

 

ABDUCTION BLOCK 

To reduce the likeliness of rotation in the hip and to prevent the knees be-

ing pressed together (because of muscle tone), an abduction block can be 

mounted to keep the thighs separated. 

ABDUCTION SUPPORT

The adduction support prevents the knees and thighs rotating outwards out 

of the chair. The knee and thigh support is moveable on the seat plate. 

PELVIC/ COMFORT PADS

Adding pads to the skirt guards on the armrests can reduce the seat width of 

Netti Mini. Each pad is 2.5cm thick.  

FOOT SUPPORTS

The Netti Mini has three options when it comes to foot supports. In addi-

tion to the 90° footboard support, angle adjustable and foot boxes are also 

available. 
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07 
Lumbar support

(Right)
08 Wedge cushion

06 Side support

(Right)
Sidesupport assembled 

on to a wheelchair.

09 
Abduction block 

mini

(Right)
The Abduction block

assembled on to 
a Netti Mini.

10 Adduction support
This support is movable.

11
Comfortpads for 

Netti Mini

(Right)
Comfortpads assembled 

on to a wheelchair.

12 Foot support 
angle adjustable

(Right)
13 Foot case
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22/ 23 Anti tip
To adjust the height 

of the anti tip wheel, 
remove the three screws 

holding the adjusting 
tube. All tubes are 

adjustable in height. 
The anti tip fits all 

wheelchair heights and 
depths

PHOTO:

22

23

PRODUCT:

Anti tip short/short 20”-24” wheel

Anti tip short/long 26” wheel

Anti tip long/long 26” wheel

Anti tip long/short 20”-22” wheel

Spring 377 cm for Netti Mini

ART.NR.:

25416

25417

25418

25419

24243

PHOTO:

18

19

20

21

PRODUCT:

Hip belt standard with car lock

Hip belt standard with plastic lock

Hip belt padded with car lock

Hip belt padded with plastic lock

H-belt standard with car lock

H-belt standard with plastic lock

H-belt padded with car lock

H-belt padded with plastic lock

ITEM.NR.:

20844 

20858

20845

20859

20877

20930

20881

20929

PHOTO:

14

15

16

17

PRODUCT:

Universal tray Mini

Reading tray Mini

Upholstery small

Upholstery large

ITEM.NR.:

15102

15006

15042 (right)

15043 (left)

15040 (right)

15041 (left)

ACCESSORIES FOR THE NETTI MINI

TRAY AND UPHOLSTERY FOR TRAY

The universal tray for Netti Mini fits all widths of the Netti Mini chair. 

The standard table can also be fitted with upholstery. The upholstery 

is available in two sizes and gives good support for the arm and elbow 

against the tray. 

A reading tray can be combined with the universal tray to provide a 

good position for reading in the chair. 

 

POSITIONING BELTS

The size of the belts are standard, but can also be supplied according to 

specific lengths. The belts come in various types, standard or padded with 

plastic lock or car-belt lock. 

ANTI TIP

The anti tippers are adjustable in length and height. 

It can easily be turned around and functions like a tip bar 

when passing small steps like pavement etc. 

16/ 17 
Tray upholstery 

come in two sizes

14 Universal tray Mini 
with upholstery

(Right)
Universal tray used 

together with
15 Reading tray Mini

18
Hip Belt 

with plastic 
lock or car lock.

19 Hip Belt (Right)
 padded with plastic 

lock or car lock.

21 Padded H-Belt 
(Right)  

with plastic lock 
or car lock.

20 H-Belt  
with plastic lock or 

car lock.
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27 Spoke protectors
Come in black 

and transparent.

28 Push rims
Plastic or twisted 

leather. 

29 Frame extender
makes it possible to 

mount the main 
wheels further back.

Different main wheels. 24 Different sizes of main wheel
20”-26” can be delivered with a companion brake.

24 Quick release on 
main wheel

33 Quick release front 
castors

PHOTO:

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

31

32

33

34

34

PRODUCT:

12” main wheel with companion brake

20” main wheel with companion brake 

22” main wheel with companion brake 

24” main wheel with companion brake 

26” main wheel with companion brake 

One hand drive 20”

One hand drive 22”

One hand drive 24”

Telescopic bar 31 cm (up to width 40 cm)

Telescopic bar 36 cm (from width 43 cm)

Spoke protector black

Spoke protector transparent

Push rim plastic

Push rim twisted leather

Frame extender

Camber adabter 2°

Camber adabter 4°

Front fork short

Front fork wide

Front fork standard

Front fork long

Front fork wide long

Main wheel adapter Netti Svipp

Front castors 3”

Front castors 4”

Front castors 5”

Front castors 6”

Front castors 7” standard

Front castors 7” wide

Front castors 8” standard

Transportwheels

Distance block - front castors

ITEM.NR.:

23175

25370

25371

25372

25519

20780

20781

20832

20438

20436

Ask dealer

Ask dealer

Ask dealer

Ask dealer

20824

21923

21924

20286

20429

20544

23601

24958

20875

20819

20814

20817

20976

20279

24362

21534 (right)

21535 (left)

20664

MAIN WHEEL AND FRONT CASTORS

All wheels and front castors on Netti wheelchairs are attached using quick release 

axles allowing easy attachment and detachment of the wheels and castors. 
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